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EECS 367 & ROB 320 Lab 
KinEval RRT Stencil and AABB Collision Detection



Administrative

• Hand grading for assignments 3 and 4 

• Will be pushed to grade.js tomorrow 

• Lab section Friday, April 1 

• Connect to Fetch via rosbridge (optional) 

• In robotics building



Motion Planning Overview

Features assigned to 
all sections

Feature assigned to 
grad section only

Assignment 6 Overview



Assignment 7 Overview

• Worth 12 points as an assignment



Lab Takeaways
1. Revisit the search canvas

2. KinEval overview

3. KinEval walkthrough

ї How to start Assignment 6

1. RRT connect review 
2. 2D RRT connect stencil 
3. C-space RRT connect review 
4. AABB collision detection 
      How to implement all assignment 6 features
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Michigan Robotics 367/320 - autorob.org

RRT Connect
0) Use 2 trees (A and B) rooted at start 

and goal configurations

[Kuffner, LaValle 2000]

http://autorob.org
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RRT Connect
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configuration
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Michigan Robotics 367/320 - autorob.org

RRT Connect

1) Extend tree A towards a random 
configuration

2) Try to connect tree B to tree A by extending 
repeatedly from its nearest neighbor 

0) Use 2 trees (A and B) rooted at start 
and goal configurations

search succeeds if trees connect

[Kuffner, LaValle 2000]

http://autorob.org


Michigan Robotics 367/320 - autorob.org

RRT Connect

1) Extend tree A towards a random 
configuration

2) Try to connect tree B to tree A by extending 
repeatedly from its nearest neighbor 

0) Use 2 trees (A and B) rooted at start 
and goal configurations

3) reverse roles for trees A and B and repeat

collision encountered

[Kuffner, LaValle 2000]

http://autorob.org
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Revisiting the Search Canvas

Code for 2D RRT-Connect and 
2D RRT-Star [Grad] features 



Revisiting the Search Canvas

Code for 2D RRT-Connect and 
2D RRT-Star [Grad] features 



2D RRT-Connect
rrt.js

Similar to Assignment 1 search algorithms, 
implement as a single step within the iterative 

algorithm



2D RRT-Connect
rrt.js

Recommended: Start project 
with 2D RRT-Connect in 
project_pathplan/rrt.js



RRT Data Structure
infrastructure.js

Tree implemented as a JavaScript 
object with array of vertices
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Data structure view Search canvas view
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Configuration Space RRT



KinEval Overview

Code for collision detection 
and configuration space RRT-

Connect features



KinEval Overview

Code for collision detection 
and configuration space RRT-

Connect features



kineval_rrt.js

Implement 
robot_rrt_planner_iterate() as a 

single iteration of the RRT-Connect 
planning algorithm

Include any helper functions in this file

kineval_rrt.js



kineval_rrt.js

Implement 
robot_rrt_planner_iterate() as a 

single iteration of the RRT-Connect 
planning algorithm

Include any helper functions in this file

kineval_rrt.js



Desired Result
Arbitrary initial configuration Collision free path to home

Backward step 
along motion plan

Forward step 
along motion plan
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Consider AABB link tested against spherical 
obstacles in link frame 



robot.links[x].bbox = [[x_min,y_min,z_min], [x_max,y_max,z_max]]

Axis Aligned Bounding Box
in coordinates of link

Sphere obstacles with 
location and radius

in world coordinates

robot_obstacles[i]Sphere-bbox test 
2D example readily
generalizes to 3D



If sphere separable from 
AABB in any dimension,

return no collision

If sphere collides on all tests,
return collision loc_x+radius<x_min? loc_x-radius>x_max?

loc_y-radius>y_max?

loc_y+radius<y_min?

Sphere-bbox test 



Michigan EECS 398/567 ROB 510 - autorob.org

x_min x_max

y_max

y_min

Separating planes

http://autorob.org


Michigan EECS 398/567 ROB 510 - autorob.org

x_min x_max

y_max

y_min

Transform centers of 
sphere obstacles into link 

coordinates

(Remember inverse of 
homogeneous 
transform?)

world frame

link frame

http://autorob.org


Michigan EECS 398/567 ROB 510 - autorob.org

If sphere separable from 
AABB in any dimension,

return no collision

no collision

loc_x+radius<x_min? loc_x-radius>x_max?

loc_y-radius>y_max?

loc_y+radius<y_min?

http://autorob.org


Michigan EECS 398/567 ROB 510 - autorob.org

loc_x+radius<x_min? loc_x-radius>x_max?

loc_y-radius>y_max?

loc_y+radius<y_min?

no collision collision

collision

If sphere collides on all tests,
return collision

http://autorob.org


Michigan EECS 398/567 ROB 510 - autorob.org

loc_x+radius<x_min? loc_x-radius>x_max?

loc_y-radius>y_max?

loc_y+radius<y_min?

Is this obstacle in collision?

no collision collision

collision??????????

http://autorob.org


Michigan EECS 398/567 ROB 510 - autorob.org

loc_x+radius<x_min? loc_x-radius>x_max?

loc_y-radius>y_max?

loc_y+radius<y_min?

no collision collision

collisioncollision

http://autorob.org


kineval_collision.js
kineval_collision.js

q_robot_config is an array 
representing current pose as 

point within configuration 
space

Dimension of configuration 
space is a function of the 

specific robot!



kineval_collision.js
kineval_collision.js STENCIL: Check each link for 

collision with spherical obstacles

Collision detection pseudocode:
For each link in robot

For each obstacle in world
If intersection(link, obstacle)

Return link is in collision
Return no collision



kineval_collision.js
kineval_collision.js

AABB collision check for a link provided 
for you in this function, but you need to 

add the rest of FK traversal

Need to compute mstack
for use here
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Best use of robotics?

• What are some compelling use cases for robotics? 

• Discuss with neighbors 

• Then share possible ideas


